PHILOSOPHY OF THE RUBICS CUBE
The cube offense is rooted in 2 highly successful and established systems that are
cousins of one another, the Doublewing and Singlewing. Hugh Wyatt developed the
Doublewing system we utilize. This particular system is the basis for several of our plays
,as well as, all of our playcalling and numbering systems we use.
The Singlewing offense we employ is of the balanced line variety closely related
to Glenn “POP” Warner’s Singlewing offense but moreover it is a variety of the Notre
Dame Box offense made famous by Knute Rockne. This offense offers a few very
powerful plays and a lot of misdirection capability, whereas the Doublewing is a very
powerful offense with a relatively few misdirection plays. The convergence of these two
offenses offers what I think is the best of both worlds. These two offensive formations
incorporated into one offensive system, which we can shift into and out of through the
wishbone alignment gives us a number of advantages over our opponents. For those who
scout us, we steal their practice time, making them try and prepare for all of our
variations. For those who do not scout us, I can not imagine anything but utter confusion.
In conclusion, I feel the flexibility and variety of our attack gives us the ability to
hit all points of the field with either power or misdirection. Thus taking advantage of the
defense either playing the wrong techniques or playing out of position due to confusion
over what we are doing offensively.

LINEMEN STANCE AND ALIGNMENT

Linemen have NO shifting responsibilities. From Tackle to Tackle they line up
the same way every time every play. Linemen need to be able to put their inside hand
down and their inside foot back with “very little” weight on their hand. We want to be
back as far off the line of scrimmage as possible. The rules state that the top of the helmet
must be even with the Center’s waist. The Guard’s down hand are even with some part of
the Center’s feet. Guard’s get set first, then the Tackle’s, then End’s this will prevent
bowing. We number our linemen to indicate our holes for playcalling purposes, If we call
a play to the 7 hole we want our back to run off of that player’s outside hip.
Our End’s will on occasion line up as a wide receiver who is split out
approximately 3 yards from the Tackle, these adjustments are signaled by the call letter

that corresponds with each End alignments, the alignments are as follows, as well as their
corresponding call letters;
T = TIGHT

L = SPLIT LEFT

R = SPLIT RIGHT

S = SPREAD

Y = Y END OR THE #7 END OVER TO THE RIGHT

Z = Z END OR THE #6 END OVER TO THE LEFT

These are all the Ends must know about alignments, these end alignments may be called
anywhere on the field, and will be signaled, So our ends must be aware of every aspect of
the play call at all times. Note these Alignments are to be made as the Linemen line up at
the line of scrimmage, not during the back shift, but before.

RUNNINGBACK STANCE AND ALIGNMENT

Our Backs are not numbered, yet they are given letters, as indicated above, We
use these letters to identify the players in the backfield so we can communicate who does
what on certain plays. It also is part of our no huddle code that we signal to the Center
who he will snap the ball to. Our Backs MUST know how to line up in the different
formations we will shift to. We start with the Wishbone alignment and shift from there
into one of several others. They are as follows;

B = WISHBONE

This is our run of the mill alignment which we will shift out of more often than
run plays from.

L = LEFT

R = RIGHT

D = DOUBLE

O = ODD

E = EVEN

These are all the formations we will use, The way we achieve these alignments is by
signaling in the LETTERS the player understands to correspond with what they are
supposed to line up in.
NOTE; The letters are given before the Alignment names above.

PLAY CALLING TERMINOLOGY
We call all of our plays based on Hugh Wyatt’s Doublewing system. The first digit tells
the B-Back where to go. If the play call is a 1 digit numbered play then the B-Back
carries the ball through the hole number called. The second digit in a 2 digit play call tells
the team where the ball is going and the ball carrier is the farthest Back from the ball
hole. We will then have a blocking call or play description that tells us all how to block
the play. So for example if the play call were to be a 2 wedge( single digit, the B-Back is
carrying the ball through the 2 hole), and if drawn on a blackboard it would look like this;

Or if the play call were to be 66 SUPER POWER ( 2 digit, so B-Back goes to the 1st hole
number and the ball goes to the 2nd hole number, it would look like this);

To continue with how we would call a play, we would signal a code on the field
to tell the players what we want to run. The players would then look to their wrist
coaches, which have coordinates on them that correspond with the signal, Inside the grid
that matches the called signal there is a play call written in. So for example if a play call
from the side lines looked like this;

T D Q 304
The call letters stand for; TIGHT DOUBLE SHIFT
So we shift into the Doublewing, Q tells the Center
He is snapping the ball to the QB 3 tells them column
Number 3, and 04 tells them line number 4.
Let’s say the play under 304 is 2 wedge, we would
Run TIGHT DOUBLE SHIFT 2 WEDGE it is that simple
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2 wedge

BLOCKING CALLS
As I mentioned above after the number or numbers in a play call there are
descriptive words which tell the entire team how to block a specific play, these words
correspond with types of blocks our linemen need to execute, These blocking schemes
are further detailed below;
WEDGE = Wedge blocking is where the linemen who
form the wedge make contact with each other and move
down the field together as a TEAM,

POWER = The Backside Guard Pulls across the center to the
ball hole and blocks

SUPER = Tells the Backside Tackle and Backside Guard to
both pull and block at the ball hole

COUNTER = Tells the Backside Guard to pull like on the
power play call but the backfield motion is changed

TRAP = A Blocker will pull across the Center and trap block a
previously unblocked defender, this is usually a Guard but may
be a Back or another of the offensive players

G = Tells the Playside Guard to pull to the ball hole and lead
block for the ball carrier

B O B = This is “ Big On Big “ blocking in which we want
Offensive Linemen blocking Defensive Linemen and
Runningbcks blocking Linebackers

BLOCKING CALLS CONT’D
DOWN = Tells ALL blockers not involved in pulling, to
block their inside gaps DOWN to the CENTER

SHOESHINE = Also called a “CUT” block, a player will
aim his block at the outside shin of a defender, or defenders,
to his inside and cut them down toward the CENTER

DOUBLE TEAM = Tells a pair of Linemen to both block
the same defender, on this type of block, the inside man
(closest to CENTER) posts the defender up with a block,
then the outside player blocks down on him and together
they remove the defender from the line of scrimmage

X = Sometimes called a “Cross” block, this tells the two
linemen who are on each side of the ball hole to cross each
other and block the defender in front of the other one, the
outside man usually goes first.

PIVOT = This block is usually used to describe how the
Center should block a hard charging noseguard, the center
should snap the ball then take a short step playside with his
playside foot and make contact with the NG, then pivot, as
in basketball, with his back foot so that he has sealed the
playside completely from the NG with his body, this does
not require a drive block, but instead a stalemate with the
NG will work.

This is all of our blocking rules, as a player you will greatly increase your playing time
by increasing your understanding of all of these descriptions.

Play Diagrams vs. Even Front Defenses
D 2 WEDGE

LE = Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
LT = Step down and make contact with LG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the LG
LG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
C = Fire out and set the wedge on the first defender to your right side.
RG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
RT = Step down and make contact with RG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the RG
RE= Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
A = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
B = Ballcarrier, you must take several small steps and keep your eyes open for a seam to appear in
the wedge
C = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
Q = Take the Snap from center and handoff to the B-Back, after the handoff look for someone to hit.

B 2 WEDGE

LE = Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
LT = Step down and make contact with LG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the LG
LG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
C = Fire out and set the wedge on the first defender to your right side.
RG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
RT = Step down and make contact with RG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the RG
RE= Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
A = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
B = Ballcarrier, you must take several small steps and keep your eyes open for a seam to appear in
the wedge
C = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
Q = Take the Snap from center and handoff to the B-Back, after the handoff look for someone to hit.

L 2 WEDGE

LE = Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
LT = Step down and make contact with LG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the LG
LG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
C = Fire out and set the wedge on the first defender to your right side.
RG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
RT = Step down and make contact with RG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the RG
RE= Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
A = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
B = Ballcarrier, you must take several small steps and keep your eyes open for a seam to appear in
the wedge
C = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
Q = Take the Snap from center and handoff to the B-Back, after the handoff look for someone to hit.

R 2 WEDGE

LE = Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
LT = Step down and make contact with LG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the LG
LG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
C = Fire out and set the wedge on the first defender to your right side.
RG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
RT = Step down and make contact with RG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the RG
RE= Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
A = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
B = Ballcarrier, you must take several small steps and keep your eyes open for a seam to appear in
the wedge
C = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
Q = Take the Snap from center and handoff to the B-Back, after the handoff look for someone to hit.

E 2 WEDGE

LE = Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
LT = Step down and make contact with LG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the LG
LG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
C = Snap to the B-Back then Fire out and set the wedge on the first defender to your right side.
RG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
RT = Step down and make contact with RG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the RG
RE= Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
A = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
B = Ballcarrier, will receive snap from center, you must take several small steps and keep your eyes
open for a seam to appear in the wedge
C = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
Q =.Fake Snap and turn to B-Back, Continue to spin and bootleg fake as if you are carrying the ball

O 2 WEDGE

LE = Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
LT = Step down and make contact with LG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the LG
LG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
C = Snap to the B-Back then Fire out and set the wedge on the first defender to your right side.
RG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
RT = Step down and make contact with RG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the RG
RE= Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
A = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
B = Ballcarrier, will receive snap from center, you must take several small steps and keep your eyes
open for a seam to appear in the wedge
C = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
Q =.Fake Snap and turn to B-Back, Continue to spin and bootleg fake as if you are carrying the ball

D 66 POWER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Set the first defender inside the ball hole for the double team
RE= Double team the first defender inside the ball hole with the tackle
A = Ballcarrier, Motion, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a banana angle to kick out the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming upfield
fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the motion, “toss” the motion man a soft non-spinning pitch
toward his jersey numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once in the
running lane look to secure the outside of the lane

B 66 POWER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Set the first defender inside the ball hole for the double team
RE= Double team the first defender inside the ball hole with the tackle
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a banana angle to kick out the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming upfield
fast
C = Run through the ball hole and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the A-back, “toss” a soft non-spinning pitch toward his jersey
numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once in the running lane look to
secure the outside of the lane

L 66 POWER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Set the first defender inside the ball hole for the double team
RE= Double team the first defender inside the ball hole with the tackle
A = Ballcarrier, Motion, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a banana angle to kick out the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming upfield
fast
C = Run through the ball hole and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the A-back, “toss” a soft non-spinning pitch toward his jersey
numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once in the running lane look to
secure the outside of the lane

R 66 POWER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Set the first defender inside the ball hole for the double team
RE= Double team the first defender inside the ball hole with the tackle
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a banana angle to kick out the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming upfield
fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the A-back, “toss” a soft non-spinning pitch toward his jersey
numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once in the running lane look to
secure the outside of the lane

E 66 POWER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Set the first defender inside the ball hole for the double team
RE= Double team the first defender inside the ball hole with the tackle
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a banana angle to kick out the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming upfield
fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the A-back, “toss” a soft non-spinning pitch toward his jersey
numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once in the running lane look to
secure the outside of the lane

D 66 SUPER POWER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, Motion, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a banana angle to kick out the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming upfield
fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the motion, “toss” the motion man a soft non-spinning pitch
toward his jersey numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once in the
running lane look to secure the outside of the lane

B 66 SUPER POWER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a banana angle to kick out the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming upfield
fast
C = Run through the ball hole and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the motion, “toss” the motion man a soft non-spinning pitch
toward his jersey numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once in the
running lane look to secure the outside of the lane

L 66 SUPER POWER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, Motion, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a banana angle to kick out the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming upfield
fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the motion, “toss” the motion man a soft non-spinning pitch
toward his jersey numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once in the
running lane look to secure the outside of the lane

R 66 SUPER POWER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a banana angle to kick out the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming upfield
fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the motion, “toss” the motion man a soft non-spinning pitch
toward his jersey numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once in the
running lane look to secure the outside of the lane

E 66 SUPER POWER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball,to the A Back then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, secure the snap from the Center and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a banana angle to kick out the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming upfield
fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the motion, “toss” the motion man a soft non-spinning pitch
toward his jersey numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once in the
running lane look to secure the outside of the lane

D 66 POWER PASS

LE = Step inside and pass block
LT = Step inside and pass block
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to pass block or listen for the run decision by the A
Back
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Step inside and pass block
RT = Step inside and pass block
RE= Release inside and run straight down the field, look for the pass
A = Ballcarrier, Motion, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB, look to pass deep to
the RE first, then the C Back in the flat, look to run as a 3rd choice
B = “Note” the DE will probably be coming upfield fast, so you will need to pass block him quickly
C = Release as to block a Lber then cut out to the flat and look for the pass
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the motion, “toss” the motion man a soft non-spinning pitch
toward his jersey numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once there pass
block the first defender to show.

B 66 POWER PASS

LE = Step inside and pass block
LT = Step inside and pass block
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to pass block or listen for the run decision by the A
Back
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Step inside and pass block
RT = Step inside and pass block
RE= Release inside and run straight down the field, look for the pass
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB, look to pass deep to the RE
first, then the C Back in the flat, look to run as a 3rd choice
B = “Note” the DE will probably be coming upfield fast, so you will need to pass block him quickly
C = Release as to block a Lber then cut out to the flat and look for the pass
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the motion, “toss” the motion man a soft non-spinning pitch
toward his jersey numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once there pass
block the first defender to show.

L 66 POWER PASS

LE = Step inside and pass block
LT = Step inside and pass block
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to pass block or listen for the run decision by the A
Back
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Step inside and pass block
RT = Step inside and pass block
RE= Release inside and run straight down the field, look for the pass
A = Ballcarrier, Motion, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB, look to pass deep to
the RE first, then the C Back in the flat, look to run as a 3rd choice
B = “Note” the DE will probably be coming upfield fast, so you will need to pass block him quickly
C = Release as to block a Lber then cut out to the flat and look for the pass
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the motion, “toss” the motion man a soft non-spinning pitch
toward his jersey numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once there pass
block the first defender to show.

R 66 POWER PASS

LE = Step inside and pass block
LT = Step inside and pass block
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to pass block or listen for the run decision by the A
Back
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Step inside and pass block
RT = Step inside and pass block
RE= Release inside and run straight down the field, look for the pass
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB, look to pass deep to the RE
first, then the C Back in the flat, look to run as a 3rd choice
B = “Note” the DE will probably be coming upfield fast, so you will need to pass block him quickly
C = Release as to block a Lber then cut out to the flat and look for the pass
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the motion, “toss” the motion man a soft non-spinning pitch
toward his jersey numbers, then complete the spin and lead him trough the ball hole, once there pass
block the first defender to show.

E 66 POWER PASS

LE = Step inside and pass block
LT = Step inside and pass block
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to pass block or listen for the run decision by the A
Back
C = Snap the ball, to the A Back then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Step inside and pass block
RT = Step inside and pass block
RE= Release inside and run straight down the field, look for the pass
A = Ballcarrier, secure the snap from the Center and then follow the QB, look to pass deep to the RE
first, then the C Back in the flat, look to run as a 3rd choice
B = “Note” the DE will probably be coming upfield fast, so you will need to pass block him quickly
C = Release as to block a Lber then cut out to the flat and look for the pass
Q =Run to the ball hole, once there pass block the first defender to show.

D 88 POWER SWEEP

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Set the first defender inside the ball hole for the double team
RE= Double team the first defender inside the ball hole with the tackle
A = Ballcarrier, Motion, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a reverse banana angle to hook the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming
upfield fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out toward the motion, “toss” the motion man a soft non-spinning pitch
toward his jersey numbers, then complete the spin and lead him through the ball hole, once in the
running lane look to secure the inside of the lane

B 88 POWER SWEEP

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Set the first defender inside the ball hole for the double team
RE= Double team the first defender inside the ball hole with the tackle
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a reverse banana angle to hook the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming
upfield fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out and, “toss” a soft non-spinning pitch toward his jersey numbers, then
complete the spin and lead him through the ball hole, once in the running lane look to secure the
inside of the lane

L 88 POWER SWEEP

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Set the first defender inside the ball hole for the double team
RE= Double team the first defender inside the ball hole with the tackle
A = Ballcarrier, motion, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a reverse banana angle to hook the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming
upfield fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out and, “toss” a soft non-spinning pitch toward his jersey numbers, then
complete the spin and lead him through the ball hole, once in the running lane look to secure the
inside of the lane

R 88 POWER SWEEP

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Set the first defender inside the ball hole for the double team
RE= Double team the first defender inside the ball hole with the tackle
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a reverse banana angle to hook the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming
upfield fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out and, “toss” a soft non-spinning pitch toward his jersey numbers, then
complete the spin and lead him through the ball hole, once in the running lane look to secure the
inside of the lane

E 88 POWER SWEEP

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, to the A Back then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Set the first defender inside the ball hole for the double team
RE= Double team the first defender inside the ball hole with the tackle
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a reverse banana angle to hook the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming
upfield fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q = Run through the ball hole, once in the running lane look to secure the inside of the lane

D 88 SUPER POWER SWEEP

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, motion secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a reverse banana angle to hook the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming
upfield fast
C = Use an outside release and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out and, “toss” a soft non-spinning pitch toward his jersey numbers, then
complete the spin and lead him through the ball hole, once in the running lane look to secure the
inside of the lane

B 88 SUPER POWER SWEEP

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a reverse banana angle to hook the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming
upfield fast
C = Run through the ball hole and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out and, “toss” a soft non-spinning pitch toward his jersey numbers, then
complete the spin and lead him through the ball hole, once in the running lane look to secure the
inside of the lane

L 88 SUPER POWER SWEEP

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, motion secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a reverse banana angle to hook the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming
upfield fast
C = Run through the ball hole and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out and, “toss” a soft non-spinning pitch toward his jersey numbers, then
complete the spin and lead him through the ball hole, once in the running lane look to secure the
inside of the lane

R 88 SUPER POWER SWEEP

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, secure the pitch from the QB and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a reverse banana angle to hook the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming
upfield fast
C = Run through the ball hole and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Take snap and turn out and, “toss” a soft non-spinning pitch toward his jersey numbers, then
complete the spin and lead him through the ball hole, once in the running lane look to secure the
inside of the lane

E 88 SUPER POWER SWEEP

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once upfield look to seal the inside of the running lane
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, secure the snap from the Center and then follow the QB through the ball hole
B = Use a reverse banana angle to hook the defensive end, “note” the DE will probably be coming
upfield fast
C = Run through the ball hole and block down on the first linebacker to show in your lane
Q =.Run through the ball hole and lead through the ball hole, once in the running lane look to secure
the inside of the lane

D 56 COUNTER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to kick out the DE
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Post the first defender inside the ball hole for the TE to double team with you
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, secure the inside handoff from the QB and then follow the Guard to the ball hole
B = Fake a Kickout block on the backside DE, make hard contact with him
C =Go in motion and Fake the Toss play and continue to fake as if you have the ball
Q =.Take snap and turn out to motion and, fake the “toss”, then complete the spin and hand the ball
to the other back on an inside handoff, through the ball hole, afterward continue to fake the Toss
play

B 56 COUNTER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to kick out the DE
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Post the first defender inside the ball hole for the TE to double team with you
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, jab step left, secure the inside handoff from the QB and then follow the Guard to the
ball hole
B = Fake a Kickout block on the backside DE, make hard contact with him
C = Fake the Toss play and continue to fake as if you have the ball
Q =.Take snap and, fake the “toss”to C Back, then complete the spin and hand the ball to the other
back on an inside handoff, through the ball hole, afterward continue to fake the Toss play

L 56 COUNTER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to kick out the DE
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Post the first defender inside the ball hole for the TE to double team with you
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, secure the inside handoff from the QB and then follow the Guard to the ball hole
B = Fake a Kickout block on the backside DE, but make hard contact with him
C = Fake the Toss play and continue to fake as if you have the ball
Q =.Take snap and, fake the “toss”to C Back, then complete the spin and hand the ball to the other
back on an inside handoff, through the ball hole, afterward continue to fake the Toss play

R 56 COUNTER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to kick out the DE
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Post the first defender inside the ball hole for the TE to double team with you
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, jab step left, secure the inside handoff from the QB and then follow the Guard to the
ball hole
B = Fake a Kickout block on the backside DE, make hard contact with him
C = Motion, Fake the Toss play and continue to fake as if you have the ball
Q =.Take snap and, fake the “toss”to C Back, then complete the spin and hand the ball to the other
back on an inside handoff, through the ball hole, afterward continue to fake the Toss play

O 56 COUNTER

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to kick out the DE
C = Snap the ball, to C Back then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your right
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Post the first defender inside the ball hole for the TE to double team with you
RE= Block down on the defender on your inside gap
A = Ballcarrier, secure the inside handoff from the C Back and then follow the Guard to the ball hole
B = Fake a Kickout block on the backside DE, make hard contact with him
C = Secure the Snap From the Center Fake the Toss play Give the A Back an inside handoff and
continue to fake as if you have the ball
Q = Fake the Toss play, Must sell the Fake

D 3 TRAP @ 2

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Check the Defender on you then release for a LBer
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to kick out the TRAP MAN
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on our inside gap
RE= Release for a linebacker
A = Release across the field for a safety
B = Ballcarrier, Delay until you receive the handoff then step left around the QB and follow the
Guard
C =Go in motion and Fake the Toss play and continue to fake as if you have the ball
Q =.Take snap and turn out to motion and, fake the “toss”, then complete the spin and hand the ball
to the B Back back on an inside handoff, afterward continue to fake the Toss play

B 3 TRAP @ 2

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Check the Defender on you then release for a LBer
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to kick out the TRAP MAN
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on our inside gap
RE= Release for a linebacker
A = Release across the field for a safety
B = Ballcarrier, Delay until you receive the handoff then step left around the QB and follow the
Guard
C = Fake the Toss play and continue to fake as if you have the ball
Q =.Take snap and turn out to motion and, fake the “toss”, then complete the spin and hand the ball
to the B Back back on an inside handoff, afterward continue to fake the Toss play

L 3 TRAP @ 2

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Check the Defender on you then release for a LBer
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to kick out the TRAP MAN
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on our inside gap
RE= Release for a linebacker
A = Release across the field for a saftey
B = Ballcarrier, Delay until you receive the handoff then step left around the QB and follow the
Guard
C = Fake the Toss play and continue to fake as if you have the ball
Q =.Take snap and turn out to motion and, fake the “toss”, then complete the spin and hand the ball
to the B Back back on an inside handoff, afterward continue to fake the Toss play

R 3 TRAP @ 2

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Check the Defender on you then release for a LBer
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to kick out the TRAP MAN
C = Snap the ball, then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on our inside gap
RE= Release for a linebacker
A = Release across the field for a saftey
B = Ballcarrier, Delay until you receive the handoff then step left around the QB and follow the
Guard
C =Go in motion and Fake the Toss play and continue to fake as if you have the ball
Q =.Take snap and turn out to motion and, fake the “toss”, then complete the spin and hand the ball
to the B Back back on an inside handoff, afterward continue to fake the Toss play

O 3 TRAP @ 2

LE = Shoeshine the defender to your inside, down to the center
LT = Check the Defender on you then release for a LBer
LG = Pull block to the ball hole, once there look to kick out the TRAP MAN
C = Snap the ball, to the B-Back then fire out and contact the defender immediately to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside gap
RT = Block down on the defender on our inside gap
RE= Release for a linebacker
A = Release across the field for a saftey
B = Ballcarrier, Delay until you receive the snap then step left and follow the Guard
C = Fake the Toss play and continue to fake as if you have the ball
Q = Fake the SWEEP

DOUBLE WING ONLY PLAYS
38 WEDGE SWEEP

LE = Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
LT = Step down and make contact with LG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the LG
LG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move upfield while maintaining constant
contact with the Center
C = Fire out and set the wedge on the first defender to your right side.
RG = Pull block to the ball hole, look to kick out the end
RT = Step down and make contact with C then move upfield while maintaining constant contact with
the C
RE= Inside release and run downfield, faking a pass route, must be aware for ballcarrier to break
open, if so look for the peel back block to be there.
A = Ballcarrier, sprint to QB at snap and receive handoff, follow RG to ball hole cut off of his block
B = SELL THE WEDGE FAKE
C = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move upfield with the wedge
Q = Take the Snap from center and handoff to the A-Back, after the handoff look for someone to hit.

2 WEDGE PASS

LE = Inside release and run downfield, look for a pass
LT = Step down and make contact with LG then move to pass block
LG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move to pass block
C = Fire out and set the wedge on the first defender to your right side.
RG = Step down and make contact with the Center, then move to pass block
RT = Step down and make contact with RG then move upfield while maintaining constant contact
with the RG
RE= Inside release and run downfield, look for a pass
A = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move to pass block
B = SELL THE WEDGE FAKE
C = Get inside and make contact with the Offensive Tackle and move to pass block
Q = Take the Snap from center and fake to the B-Back then “Immediately” look to throw to the
first open END

D 4 CROSS

LE =.Release for a linebacker
LT = Step inside and block down to the center
LG = Step inside and block down to the center
C = Snap the ball and fire out into the man directly to your right
RG = Let the tackle cross your face then block out on the man over the tackle
RT = Block down on the first defender to your inside
RE=.Release inside and look for a linebacker
A = Release across the field and look for a saftey
B = Ballcarrier, run directly a #4 let the QB get the ball to you, and then run through the hole, look
to break outside once trough the hole
C = Motion, Fake the toss pitch and fake as if you have the ball, SELL IT
Q = Take snap, turn to motion and give the ball to the B-Back, then continue to fake the pitch to the
C BACK

NOTRE DAME BOX PLAYS ONLY
CROSS TRAP SERIES
4 cross trap

LE =.Release for a linebacker
LT = Step inside and block down to the center
LG = Let tackle cross your face and block out on the man over the tackle
C = Snap the ball and fire out into the man directly to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside
RT = Release inside for a linebacker
RE=.Release inside and check the DE then look for the Corner
A = Release across the field and block a safety
B = Ballcarrier, Secure snap from center, fake to the C-Back and run through the hole
C = Fake the handoff from the B-Back and run through the hole created by the cross block of the
LT & LG, SELL IT
Q = Run across the backfield and trap block the first defender outside the tackle

54 Cross Trap

LE =.Release for a linebacker
LT = Step inside and block down to the center
LG = Let tackle cross your face and block out on the man over the tackle
C = Snap the ball and fire out into the man directly to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside
RT = Release inside for a linebacker
RE=.Release inside and check the DE then look for the Corner
A = Release across the field and block a safety
B = Ballcarrier, Secure snap from center, handoff to the C-Back and run through the 5 hole
C = Secure the handoff from the B-Back and run through the hole created by the QB’s trap block
@4
Q = Run across the backfield and trap block the first defender outside the tackle

4 CROSS TRAP PASS

LE =.Release for a linebacker
LT = Step inside and block down to the center
LG = Let tackle cross your face and block out on the man over the tackle
C = Snap the ball and fire out into the man directly to your left
RG = Block down on the defender on your inside
RT = Release inside for a linebacker
RE=.Release inside and check the DE then look for the Corner
A = Release across the field and block a safety
B = Ballcarrier, Secure snap from center, fake to the C-Back and continue to spin, then pass to the CBack
C = Fake the handoff from the B-Back and run through the hole created by the cross block of the
LT & LG, SELL IT
Q = Run across the backfield and trap block the first defender outside the tackle

O 33 I. C. E.

LE = Block out on the defender to your outside
LT = Block the defender over you to the outside
LG = Block down on the defender over you
C = Snap the ball and fire out into the man directly to your right
RG = Release for a linebacker
RT = Block out on the defender over you
RE=.Release inside and check the DE then look for the Corner
A = Release and block a safety across the field
B = Block straight ahead through the hole
C = Secure the snap from the center and follow the B-Back through the hole
Q = Block straight ahead through the hole

SPINNER SERIES
3 Spinner
58 Spinner

LE = Block Down on the defender to your inside
LT = Block Down on the defender to your inside
LG = Pull and block the DE on your side of the center
C = Snap the ball and fire out into the man directly to your right
RG = Pull and block the DE on your side of the center
RT = Block Down on the defender to your inside
RE=. Block Down on the defender to your inside
A = Release across the backfield, fake the Handoff on the # 3 Spinner, but Receive the Handoff on
the # 58 Spinner
B = Secure the snap, spin and Carry the ball on # 3 Spinner, or Give to the A Back on the # 58
Spinner
C = Run through the left DE
Q = Block straight ahead

22 SPIN WEDGE

LE = Wedge Block
LT = Wedge Block
LG = Wedge Block
C = Wedge Block
RG = Wedge Block
RT = Wedge Block
RE=. Wedge Block
A = Release across the backfield, fake the Handoff and SELL IT
B = Fake Snap and spin and Carry out your FAKE
C = Run through the left DE
Q = Receive the snap and get into the wedge as quick as possible, keep your feet moving

3 SPIN PASS

LE = Block Down on the defender to your inside
LT = Block Down on the defender to your inside
LG = Pull and block the DE on your side of the center
C = Snap the ball and fire out into the man directly to your right
RG = Pull and block the DE on your side of the center
RT = Block Down on the defender to your inside
RE=. Block Down on the defender to your inside
A = Release across the backfield, fake the Handoff and SELL IT
B = Secure the snap, spin and Carry the ball for a few steps then throw to the QB if he is open if not
tuck it and run it
C = Run through the left DE
Q = Run straight ahead, fake a block then run looking for the pass

39 BUCK SWEEP

LE = Block down on the defender to your inside
LT = Block the defender over you to the inside
LG = Block down on the defender over you
C = Snap the ball and fire out into the man directly to your right
RG = Block down to the center
RT = Block out on the defender over you
RE=.Release inside and check the DE then look for the Corner
A = Hook the DE
B = Secure the snap and run straight at #3, give the handoff to the QB, continue to fake
C = Hook the left DE or CB who ever shows
Q = Spin at the snap, take handoff from the B-Back and continue the spin, run to the outside

39 BUCK LATERAL

LE = Block down on the defender to your inside
LT = Block the defender over you to the inside
LG = Block down on the defender over you
C = Snap the ball and fire out into the man directly to your right
RG = Block down to the center
RT = Block out on the defender over you
RE=.Release inside and check the DE then look for the Corner
A = Hook the DE
B = Secure the snap and run straight at #3, give the handoff to the QB, continue to fake
C = Run to the outside look to the QB for the pitch
Q = Spin at the snap, take handoff from the B-Back and continue the spin, run to the outside and
look to give the C-Back a pitch

PLAYS VS. ODD FRONTS
These plays are not given with blocking descriptions but are shown against odd defenses
D 2 WEDGE

B2
WEDGE

L2
WEDGE

R2
WEDGE

O 2 WEDGE

D 66 POWER

B 66 POWER

L 66
POWER

R 66 POWER

E66POWER

D 66 SUPER POWER

B 66 SUPER POWER

L 66 SUPER POWER

R 66 SUPER POWER

E 66 SUPER POWER

D 66 POWER PASS

B 66 POWER PASS

L 66 POWER PASS

R 66 POWER PASS

E 66 POWER PASS

D 88 POWER SWEEP

B 88 POWER SWEEP

L 88 POWER SWEEP

R 88 POWER SWEEP

E 88 POWER SWEEP

D 88 SUPER POWER SWEEP

B 88 SUPER POWER SWEEP

L 88 SUPER POWER SWEEP

R 88 SUPER POWER SWEEP

E 88 SUPER POWER SWEEP

D 56 COUNTER

B 56 COUNTER

L 56 COUNTER

R 56 COUNTER

O 56 COUNTER

D 3 TRAP @ 2

B 3 TRAP @ 2

L 3 TRAP @ 2

R 3 TRAP @ 2

O 3 TRAP @ 2

D 38 WEDGE SWEEP

2 WEDGE PASS

D 4 CROSS

O 4 CROSS TRAP

O 54 CROSS TRAP

O 4 CROSS TRAP PASS

O 33 I. C. E.

O 3 SPINNER

O 58 SPINNER

O 22 SPIN WEDGE

O 3 SPIN PASS

O 39 BUCK SWEEP

O 39 BUCK LATERAL

THE END

